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Toward high-fidelity coherent electron spin transport in a GaAs double quantum dot
Xinyu Zhao and Xuedong Hu∗
Department of Physics, University at Buffalo, SUNY, Buffalo, New York 14260-1500, USA
In this paper, we investigate how to achieve high-fidelity electron spin transport in a GaAs double
quantum dot. Our study examines spin transport from multiple perspectives. We first study how
a double dot potential may affect/accelerate spin relaxation. We calculate spin relaxation rate in
a wide range of experimental parameters and focus on the occurrence of spin hot spots. A safe
parameter regime is identified in order to avoid these spin hot spots. We also study the non-
adiabatic transitions in the Landau-Zener process of sweeping the interdot detuning, and propose a
scheme to take advantage of possible Landau-Zener-Stu¨kelburg interference to achieve high-fidelity
spin transport at a higher speed. Finally, we calculate the double-dot correction on the effective
g-factor for the tunneling electron, and estimate the resulting phase error between different spin
states. Our results should provide a useful guidance for future experiments on coherent electron
spin transport.
PACS numbers: 73.63-b, 72.25.Rb, 03.67.Hk.
I. INTRODUCTION
In universal quantum computing, quantum informa-
tion inevitably needs to be transferred over finite dis-
tances on chip or between chips. For spin qubits in semi-
conductor nanostructures,1–9 there are a variety of ways
such long-distance communication can be achieved.10–15
One particularly straightforward way is to coherently
move the electrons themselves between quantum dots.
Indeed, coherently transporting electrons between quan-
tum confined states, with their spin states intact, could
be a critical component of a wide range of future quan-
tum coherent devices that utilize the electron spins.
There are two major approaches to achieve coher-
ent transport of spin qubits, one using surface acous-
tic waves,10,16–24 the other by tuning the electric poten-
tials on a series of surface gates.11,12,25–29 We have stud-
ied the former in the past,20,23 and will in this paper
focus on the latter, which is an integral part of a con-
certed experimental effort towards making larger arrays
of quantum dots28–30. Indeed, the importance of coher-
ent spin transport goes well beyond quantum information
transfer. Other important quantum operations, such as
error correction and spin readout, also involve electron
tunneling between quantum dots.28,31–35 In the broader
context of semiconductor heterostructures, an investiga-
tion of transport properties between quantum dots and
nanowires is also an important element in the search and
control of possible Majorana fermion excitations.36,37
Practically, quantum tunneling of an electron is usu-
ally driven by tuning the bias voltage between neighbor-
ing quantum dots. During such a process, several factors
could change the spin state of the electron and reduce the
fidelity of spin transfer. For example, spin relaxation due
to spin-orbit interaction (SOI)38,39 and phonon emission
could be modified by the double-dot confinement as op-
posed to a single-dot confinement.40 The degeneracy near
zero bias causes an energy level anti-crossing, so that a
time-dependent Hamiltonian from sweeping the electric
field with a finite speed could cause non-adiabatic tran-
sitions, which also reduce the fidelity of the electron spin
transfer. Furthermore, the SOI together with the confine-
ment potential causes corrections to the eigen-energies,
leading to a small modification of the effective g-factor,
which could be significant if a superposed spin state is
being transferred.
In this work, we study how to achieve high-fidelity spin
and charge transfer through electron tunneling in a dou-
ble dot. In particular, we examine how interdot tunneling
affects spin relaxation, and identify the parameter range
where spin hot spots can be avoided. In the regime where
spin relaxation effect is minimized, we study how spin
transfer fidelity can be maximized in the Landau-Zener
process of sweeping the interdot detuning potential, and
how pulse shaping can help increase the transfer fidelity.
We also propose a scheme to achieve high-speed elec-
tron transport through Landau-Zener interference. Such
a scheme can also be used to measure the tunnel barrier
between the two dots. Last but not least, we study the
effective g-factor with a correction caused by SOI and
the double dot potential, and point out that missing this
correction can cause a significant error in the tracking of
the phase difference between spin up and down states.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we de-
scribe the double quantum dot model we consider and
explain the protocol for interdot electron transport. In
Sec. III A, we investigate spin relaxation during the tun-
neling process. In Sec. III B, we study the Landau-Zener
processes in the spin transport as we sweep the interdot
detuning. Particularly, we study the interference between
two adjacent Landau-Zener processes in Sec. III C, and
explore the possibility of using interference to increase
fidelity. Last but not least, we investigate corrections on
the effective g-factor in Sec. III D. Finally, we discuss our
results and draw some conclusions in Sec. IV.
2II. MODEL OF A DOUBLE QUANTUM DOT
As discussed in the Introduction, in this paper we
study electron spin transport that is enabled by tuning
the applied voltages on the metallic surface gates. While
a dense array of gates together with optimized program-
ming of voltages can probably achieve relatively smooth
motion of a quantum dot potential, here we focus on
a much simpler protocol. Assuming the existence of a
double quantum dot (DQD) potential, as illustrated in
Fig. 1, changing the interdot detuning via an applied
electric field shifts the ground orbital state from one dot
to the other, thereby achieving electron transport. In
such a process, the only time-dependent variable is the
electric field applied across the DQD, tunable by one or
two surface gates.
The system we consider is a two-dimensional GaAs
DQD with an electric field applied along the interdot
axis. The confinement along the growth direction is much
stronger so that we do not consider any excitation in that
direction. The system Hamiltonian is thus given by
H = T + V0 +HE +HZ +HSO +Hhf , (1)
where
T =
~
2π2
2m∗
, (2)
V0(x, y) =
1
2
mω20 [(|x| − d)2 + y2)] , (3)
HE = eEx , (4)
HZ =
1
2
gµBBσz , (5)
HSO =
αBR
~
(σxπy − σyπx) + αD
~
(σyπy − σxπx) ,(6)
Hhf =
1
2
gµBBnuc · σ . (7)
Here π = p + eA/~ is the kinetic momentum, m∗ the
effective mass of the electron, e the electron charge, and
A = B(−y/2, x/2, 0) the vector potential of the applied
magnetic field. The external magnetic field is applied
along the z-direction (growth direction), which intro-
duces a Zeeman splitting given by HZ . The double quan-
tum dot confinement potential is modeled by a double
harmonic V0,
40–42 where d gives the half interdot dis-
tance. In this simple model, varying the interdot dis-
tance also changes the tunnel barrier between the two
dots. The interdot detuning Vd = 2eEd is controlled by
an electric field via HE , which in practice can be tuned
by voltages applied on gates VL and VR, as shown in
Fig. 1. V0 and HE together gives the total electric po-
tential V = V0 + HE , which is schematically plotted in
the bottom panel of Fig. 1 in two cases: E > 0 (blue solid
line) and E < 0 (green dashed line). The electron trans-
port is achieved by tuning the electric field E. In other
words in our protocol E = E(t). We assume the change
of the electric field is sufficiently slow as compared to the
single-electron excitation energy, so that the electron un-
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Figure 1. (color online) Sketch of our protocol for electron
transport in a double quantum dot. The two-dimensional
DQD resides at the interface of GaAs and the barrier material,
with the growth-direction confinement much stronger than
the in-plane confinement. The regions “QD1” and “QD2”
label the two dots. Surface gates VL and VR can be used to
adjust the detuning between the two dots, while Vt can be
used to tune the tunnel coupling strength.
dergoes an adiabatic transfer from the right dot to the
left dot.
Lastly, HSO and Hhf describe two major mechanisms
of spin mixing. HSO is the spin-orbit coupling, where αD
and αBR are the strength of Dresselhaus and Bychkov-
Rashba SOI, respectively.38–40,43 In the following calcu-
lations, we use αD = 4.5 meV ·A˚ and αBR = 3.3 meV ·A˚,
as in Ref. 44. Hhf is the hyperfine interaction between
the electron and the environmental nuclear spins. In our
calculation we take the lowest order mean-field approxi-
mation, where the effect of the nuclear spins is modeled as
an extra magnetic field Bnuc, the Overhauser field. Un-
der normal experimental conditions, the Overhauser field
is in an arbitrary direction and is position-dependent.
Generally the z-component of Bnuc causes a small modi-
fication of the Zeeman energy, and the x− y components
make spin-flip transitions possible.
To obtain spin transfer fidelity in our protocol, we
solve the time evolution of the electron state governed
by the time-dependent Hamiltonian. To account for
non-adiabatic effects, we go beyond the lowest-energy
orbital states, making our calculation quite complex
and inevitably numerical. Instead of solving the time-
and-space-dependent Schro¨dinger equation directly, we
first solve for the instantaneous eigenstates ψm(t) and
eigenenergies ǫm(t) by numerically diagonalizing the
Hamiltonian H(t) at an electric field E(t) for a series
of points in time, then solve the time-evolution prob-
lem by expanding on the basis of the instantaneous
3eigenstates ψ(x, y, t) =
∑
m Cm(t)ψm(x, y, t), so that the
Schro¨dinger equation becomes
i~
∂
∂t
Cm(t) = Cm(t)ǫm(t)
− i~
∑
n
Cn(t)
ˆ
dxdy ψ∗m(x, y, t)
∂
∂t
ψn(x, y, t). (8)
This approach becomes particularly transparent as we
approach the adiabatic limit, when the electron would
evolve following the instantaneous eigenstates.
In Fig. 2 (a) we plot a typical low-energy diagram of the
DQD. When spin-orbit mixing is negligible, from top to
bottom, the four curves represent the energy levels of the
states |e, ↓〉, |e, ↑〉, |g, ↓〉, and |g, ↑〉, where |g〉 is ground
orbital state and |e〉 is the first excited orbital state, | ↑〉
and | ↓〉 indicate the spin states. Essentially each orbital
state splits into two parallel spin branches. When E ≪ 0
(Vd ≪ 0), the ground orbital state |g〉 is approximately
the lowest-energy Fock-Darwin state located in the right
dot |ψR〉 ∝ exp{[−(x + d)2 − y2]/2a2}, and the excited
state |e〉 is approximately the ground Fock-Darwin state
located in the left dot |ψL〉 ∝ exp{[−(x− d)2− y2]/2a2},
where a =
(
~/m∗
√
ω20 + ω
2
c/4
)1/2
is the effective con-
finement length, with ωc = eB/m
∗. When E ≫ 0 (Vd ≫
0), the ground state and excited states are switched, and
the left dot Fock-Darwin state |ψL〉 becomes the ground
state. Near the zero detuning Vd = 0, |g〉 and |e〉 are mix-
tures of |ψL〉 and |ψR〉, and an anti-crossing forms with
an energy gap 2tE . This makes our protocol essentially
a Landau-Zener process, which will be analyzed in detail
in the following sections.
With the correction of Zeeman energy, the spin-up ex-
cited state |e, ↑〉 could have equal or even lower energy
than the state |g, ↓〉 near Vd = 0 when the magnetic field
is above the threshold given by the tunnel coupling. An
example is given in Fig. 2 (b) for a relatively large B field.
Near zero detuning, two anti-crossings between different
spin states are formed. Through SOI, spin states are
mixed near the two anti-crossings in Fig. 2 (b), which
allow transitions between eigenstates of the far-detuned
limit. We will discuss the consequences of these anti-
crossings in the next section.
III. SPIN TRANSFER FIDELITY IN A DOUBLE
QUANTUM DOT
The objective of our protocol is to transfer the com-
plete spin information from one dot to the other at the
fastest rate. This transfer entails the transfer of both the
carrier itself, i.e. the electron, and the spin state. Ob-
viously, multiple factors could affect the fidelity of this
spin transfer. In this Section we will study these factors
one by one.
First of all, decoherence could destroy the spin state.
In GaAs, both the hyperfine interaction and the SOI
could cause spin relaxation. For hyperfine interaction, we
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Figure 2. (color online) Typical energy diagrams for a DQD.
The interdot detuning is given by Vd = 2eEd, with d =
46.4nm. The magnetic field is B = 1T for (a) and B = 1.3T
for (b). In panel (a), from top to bottom, the black, blue,
green, and red lines represent the energy levels of the states
|e, ↓〉, |e, ↑〉, |g, ↓〉, and |g, ↑〉. For B = 1.3T, when Zeeman
energy is larger than the tunnel coupling, the energy of |e, ↑〉
is smaller than the energy of |g, ↓〉 near Vd = 0.
estimate the worst spin relaxation caused by the trans-
verse field. For SOI, we examine how it could be en-
hanced by the nearby excited states when the two dots
are nearly symmetric, especially the strong relaxation at
the anti-crossings of different spin states.
Second, with a finite speed for transportation that we
would like to push as fast as we can, the electron could
be excited to higher orbital and/or spin states, which re-
duces spin transfer fidelity. We will study these unwanted
transitions and propose possible schemes to enhance the
transport fidelity, by either weakening these transitions
or using interferences to suppress their net effect.
Third, the SOI introduces corrections in the single-
electron energy levels, and such a correction can change
the dynamical phase between different spin states when
a superposition state is transported. We will show in
the last subsection that the correction on the effective g-
factor can cause a notable phase error during the trans-
port, so that one has to keep track of it in order to main-
tain the correct superposition.
A. spin relaxation
Spin relaxation in quantum dots generally involve two
major interactions: SOI or hyperfine interaction to mix
the spin states, and electron-phonon interaction to facili-
tate transitions between states with different energies. In
this subsection, we calculate the rate of spin relaxation
caused by both SOI and hyperfine interaction, and show
that relaxation can be neglected if experimental param-
eters are chosen properly.
We first investigate the relaxation caused by the hy-
perfine interaction.45–47 As discussed in the previous Sec-
tion, we treat the hyperfine interaction within the mean
field approximation, so that the nuclear spin effects are
fully represented by the Overhauser field Bnuc. The lon-
gitudinal part of Bnuc, or the z component, causes in-
homogeneous broadening for the electron spin because
4nuclear spins are quasi-static on the time scale of tun-
neling (nanoseconds).48 Electron motion allows the elec-
tron spin to sample more nuclear spins, therefore reduc-
ing their dephasing effect via motional narrowing, as dis-
cussed in Ref. 20. The transverse part of the Overhauser
field, on the other hand,
slightly tilts the quantization axis for the electron spin
Hspin =
1
2gµB(Bσz+Bnuc,xyσx), and causes a spin in an
original eigenstate to precess. Within the spin precession
cycle, the minimum fidelity is (when the spin has the
largest deviation from the original eigenstate)
Fmin =
B2
B2 +B2nuc,xy
. (9)
In a typical GaAs quantum dot, Bnuc (or Bnuc,xy) is esti-
mated to be 2−6 mT,47 while the external field B is typi-
cally much larger, at least a fraction of a Tesla. Equation
(9) would give a fidelity of 0.9999 if B is about 100 times
larger than Bnuc,xy. Therefore, the fidelity loss caused
by the transverse part of the Overhauser field can always
be neglected under normal experimental conditions.
In the rest of this subsection we focus on spin relax-
ation caused by SOI. Spin flip due to spin-orbit cou-
pling and phonon emission is usually the most important
spin relaxation mechanism for a quantum dot confined
electron spin in GaAs44,49–53. When the electron is be-
ing transported with a constant velocity, Doppler effect
causes modifications to the spin relaxation rate and angu-
lar distribution of the emitted phonons20,23,51. However,
in the present case of an electron moving in a double dot,
the speed of motion is quite slow and the Doppler shift
negligible. Our focus is thus more on how interdot cou-
pling may modify the spin-phonon coupling and spin re-
laxation under quasi-static condition, and the transition
rates we calculate are between instantaneous eigenstates.
Spin mixing is already included in our calculation
of the instantaneous eigenstates when we diagonalize
Hamiltonian Eq. (1) that contains SOI. For electron-
phonon interaction we consider both deformation poten-
tial and piezoelectric interaction between the confined
electron and the acoustic phonon environment. The in-
teraction Hamiltonians are
Hdf = Σe
∑
k
√
~k
2ρV c1
eik·r(bk,1 + b−k,1), (10)
Hpz = −ih14
∑
k,λ
√
~
2ρV cλk
Mλe
ik·r(bk,λ + b
†
−k,λ) .(11)
Here λ = 1, 2, 3 indicates phonon polarization (1 for
the longitudinal mode, while 2 and 3 for the two trans-
verse modes), k = (kx, ky, kz) is the phonon wave vec-
tor, Σe = 7eV is the GaAs deformation potential,
h14 = 1.4 × 109eV/m is the piezoelectric constant, ρ =
5.3 × 103kg/m3 is the mass density, c1 = 5.3 × 103m/s
and c2 = c3 = 2.5 × 103m/s are the speeds of sound
for longitudinal and transverse phonons in bulk GaAs,
and bk,λ and b
†
k,λ are the annihilation and creation oper-
ators for phonons in mode λ and with wave vector k.
The piezoelectric interaction matrix element is Mλ =
2(kxkye
λ
z + kzkxe
λ
y + kykze
λ
x), where e
λ
x, e
λ
y , e
λ
z are the
components of the unit polarization vectors.
Given the electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian
and the electron eigenstates, the relaxation rate between
two eigenstates can be computed by Fermi’s golden rule
as
Γdf = [n¯+ 1]
σ2eǫ
2
fi
8π2ρc41~
3
ˆ
d2k |〈ψf |eik·r|ψi〉|2/k1z (12)
Γpz = [n¯+ 1]
∑
λ
(h14)
2
8π2~ρc2λ
ˆ
d2k |Mλ|2|〈ψf |eik·r|ψi〉|2/kλz
(13)
where ǫfi is the energy difference between the initial state
(|ψi〉) and the final state (|ψf 〉), and n¯ is the thermal
occupation number of the phonon state at the energy ǫfi,
which is approximately zero for most Zeeman splitting at
the dilution fridge temperature.
In general, electron spin relaxation rate depends on the
applied electric and magnetic fields. The electric field
changes the composition of the states, therefore modi-
fying the matrix elements within the integrands of the
relaxation rates above; while magnetic field changes the
Zeeman splitting directly, therefore affecting the range
of the integrals. In Fig. 3 we plot the overall relaxation
rate Γ = Γdf + Γpz as a function of both E- and B-field.
The most prominent features are the sharp peaks for the
relaxation rate, which are called spin hot spots44,52–54.
The relaxation rate at these peaks are in the order of
GHz, on par with a normal charge qubit. These hot spots
are produced by the SOI-induced anti-crossing between
states |g, ↓〉 and |e, ↑〉. At these anti-crossings spin is not
a good quantum number, so that the relaxation rate is
determined by the charge relaxation matrix element be-
tween |g〉 and |e〉.
The electric- and magnetic-field dependence of the hot
spots are quite straightforward. In a low magnetic field,
tunnel splitting is the dominant energy at zero detun-
ing: 2tE ≫ EZ = gµB, the energy difference between
|g, ↓〉 and |e, ↑〉 is too large to allow any significant mix-
ing, therefore no hot spots. As magnetic field increases
toward Bc that satisfies gµBBc = 2tE , the energies of
state |g, ↓〉 and |e, ↑〉 become close to each other at zero
detuning, and a SOI-induced anti-crossing starts to form
between the two states. Consequently a single spin hot
spot appears atB = Bc and Vd = 0. In a higher magnetic
field, the energy of |g, ↓〉 is larger than that of |e, ↑〉 at zero
detuning (Vd = 0), so that two anti-crossings form sym-
metrically on either side of the zero detuning point. The
resulting maximummixture at the anti-crossings produce
the two relaxation peaks53 in Fig. 3 for a given magnetic
field B > Bc (One appears at Vd < 0, the other symmet-
rically at Vd > 0).
Incidentally, the fact that a spin hot spot appears at
B > Bc can be used to detect the tunneling matrix ele-
5Figure 3. (color online) Spin relaxation rate as a function
of the applied electric and magnetic field. Interdot detuning
Vd = 2eEd with d = 48nm, and single dot single-particle
excitation energy is ~ω0 ≈ 1.1 meV.
ment tE . A similar method has been used to detect valley
splitting in a Si quantum dot.55
With our double-harmonic model of a DQD potential,
the tunnel splitting tE is determined by the interdot dis-
tance d: the larger the d is, the higher and wider the
tunnel barrier, the lower the tE . We could thus define a
safe region in the parameter space expanded by d and B,
where spin hot spots are absent. In Fig. 4 this safe region
is the bottom-left blue region, where spin relaxation rate
is in the order of Γ ≈ 103Hz. In the upper-right gray
region, hot spots would appear at a certain electric field.
Near and at the hot spots, the relaxation rate rapidly
increases to the level of Γ ≈ 109Hz, similar to the relax-
ation rate of a charge qubit. As mentioned above, the
boundary between the two regions is roughly given by
the condition tE = EZ =
1
2gµBB.
Our results demonstrate that spin relaxation rate is
generally quite low in a DQD, in the order of Γ . 103Hz
at lower magnetic field, if we can avoid spin hot spots.
Under such conditions spin relaxation would not be an
important issue for high fidelity spin transport since tun-
neling generally happens at the nanosecond time scale.
Furthermore, even if an experiment is performed in the
“unsafe” region, we note that the hot spots in Fig. 3
are quite sharp, so that fast spin relaxation only appear
within a small range of E-field. Thus we should be able
to keep spin relaxation error small as long as the time we
sweep through a hot spot is sufficiently brief. In short,
in most cases spin relaxation does not cause any signifi-
cant issue to high-fidelity spin transport, especially if the
experimental parameters are tuned to the safe region as
suggested in Fig. 4.
B. Landau-Zener transitions
In quantum mechanics, Landau-Zener transitions oc-
cur when a time-dependent system Hamiltonian is swept
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0
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Figure 4. (color online) Spin relaxation hot spots in the pa-
rameter space of half interdot distance d and magnetic field B,
two important adjustable parameters in experiment. Other
parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.
through a level anti-crossing. In this subsection, we study
how the fidelity of our spin transport protocol may be af-
fected by Landau-Zener transitions.56–60
In a Landau-Zener (LZ) transition, the diabatic tran-
sition probability, i.e. the probability that the quantum
state does not follow the adiabatic path, is given by56
PD = exp
(
− 2π∆E
2
nm/~
d|En − Em|/dt
)
. (14)
Here ∆Enm = (En − Em)/2 (at min{En − Em}) is
half of the energy gap at the anti-crossing point, and
d|En − Em|/dt is the time derivative of the gap between
the two anti-crossing levels n and m as the Hamiltonian
is swept through the anti-crossing.
As illustrated in Fig. 2 (a), in our spin transport pro-
tocol, the electric field is swept from negative to positive,
in the middle of which an orbital-level anti-crossing is
formed. If the electric field is increased too fast, un-
wanted diabiatic transitions will lead to finite probabili-
ties of excitation into excited final states. For example,
if the electron is initially in the ground state of the right
dot, one possible final excited state is when the electron
remains in the right dot ground state and fails to tunnel.
Furthermore, Figure 2 (b) shows that at higher magnetic
fields, two SOI-induced anti-crossings are also present,
giving rise to additional possible diabatic transitions that
may or may not be desirable.
In this subsection we focus on possible LZ transitions
between orbital states as shown in Fig. 2 (a). We choose
the energy gap between the ground |g, ↑〉 (or |g, ↓〉) and
excited orbital state |e, ↑〉 (or |e, ↓〉) to be about 10 GHz.
More precisely, 2∆E31 ≈ 2∆E42 ≈ 48µeV. Taking a
linearly increasing electric field E(t) = E0
t
T (−T 6 t 6
6T ), d|En − Em|/dt is inversely proportional to the total
operation time 2T , so that the probability of diabatic
transition PD is an exponentially decaying function of
the total operation time 2T .
In Fig. 5 (a), we compare the numerical results of the
fidelity defined as F = |〈ψi|ψf 〉|2 (plotted as infidelity
1−F ) and the theoretical prediction from Eq. (14). No-
tice that the Landau-Zener formula (14) agrees quite
well with the numerical simulation of the dynamics,
even though Eq. (14) is derived for a simple two-level
model56,57, while our double dot model is complicated
by factors such as higher orbital states and corrections
from SOI. Clearly, the corrections from all the complex-
ities are relatively small and the dynamics of the double
dot can be roughly modeled as a two-level (orbital) sys-
tem. One simple observation we can make here is that in
order to achieve high fidelity transport, the time duration
of the field-sweep should be sufficiently long to avoid un-
wanted transitions. Specifically, for the orbital LZ tran-
sition considered here, a total operation time longer than
0.5 ns for a detuning change of 0.74 meV could ensure a
0.99 fidelity.
A linearly varying electric field is far from optimal in
ensuring adiabatic electron tunneling between the DQD.
As indicated in Eq. (14), one can modify the shape of the
detuning voltage pulse in order to keep the system in the
ground state. Keeping the total evolution time as a con-
stant, one can design a pulse that changes more slowly
near the minimum gap and more quickly away from zero
detuning. As an illustration we numerically study several
pulses described by E(t) = E0sign(t)
∣∣ t
T
∣∣η, where time t
changes from −T to T , and the function sign(t) = 1 for
t > 0, sign(t) = −1 for t < 0. The larger the power η
is, the slower the E-field changes near E = 0, as shown
in the inset of Fig. 5 (b). The resulting infidelity 1 − F
of the evolution is presented in Fig. 5 (b). As expected,
a larger η gives rise to a slower evolution near the anti-
crossing, which leads to a higher fidelity. Notice that here
we have simply chosen a few power-law functions as an
illustration, without any attempt at optimization. There
are certainly better pulse shapes to avoid or enhance a
transition. One can also design alternative techniques to
modify the system evolution. For example, adding extra
control pulses can also help remove non-adiabatic contri-
butions, and achieve “shortcuts to adiabaticity”.61,62
C. Landau-Zener-Stu¨ckelburg interferences
Landau-Zener-Stu¨ckelburg (LZS) interference could
occur when a system Hamiltonian is swept through multi-
ple anti-crossings.56–60 In this subsection we explore how
LZS interference may help spin transfer at higher mag-
netic fields.
As shown in Fig. 2 (b), when B > Bc, states |g, ↓
〉 and |e, ↑〉 would cross at certain detunings, and spin
would mix because of SOI. The resulting anti-crossings
mean that unwanted LZ transitions between the two spin
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Figure 5. (color online) (a) Infidelity of spin transport as a
function of the total operation time for a linear pulse E(t) =
E0
t
T
. (b) Transport infidelity for different power-law time
dependence of the electric field pulse. The pulse shape is
determined by the power η as in E(t) = E0sign(t)|t/T |
η. For
panel (b), the total operation time is fixed at 2T = 0.8 ns.
For both panels (a) and (b) E0 = 4000 V/m, d = 46.4 nm,
B = 1 T, and ~ω0 = 1.1 meV.
states could occur as we sweep the system Hamiltonian
through either one of them. The relatively weak SOI
in GaAs means that the gap for these anti-crossings are
much smaller than the orbital anti-crossing gap. Thus
a complete adiabatic evolution requires a much slower
sweeping speed. Conversely, a fast passage through these
anti-crossings would keep the electron spin unchanged,
which is desirable for spin transport. For each of the SOI-
induced anti-crossings in Fig. 6 (b), the minimum energy
gap between E2 and E3 is estimated at 2∆E32 = 1.6µeV.
The gap is computed by taking the SOI parameters as
αD = 4.5 meV·A˚ and αBR = 3.3 meV·A˚ (see Ref. 44 and
experimental references therein). According to Eq. (14),
a diabatic transition probability PD ≈ 12 is possible if
we sweep the electric field from −1500V/m to 1500V/m
(corresponding to Vd = 2eEd changing from −0.14meV
to 0.14meV) in about 20 ns. A numerical simulation
confirms this estimate (not shown in the figure).
The presence of two LZ processes near each other opens
the possibility of guiding the electron state towards a de-
sired outcome using LZS interference. The energy dia-
gram here is similar to the structure of a two-paths in-
terferometer that is widely used in quantum optics63–67.
The two energy levels here are similar to the two arms
of an interferometer, while the dynamical phase between
the energy levels is analogous to the phase difference be-
tween two optical paths. These analogies indicate that
we should be able to control the output state by ma-
nipulating the phase difference between the two energy
levels.
One way to control the interference is to add a wait-
ing period τ at E = 0 to the original linearly-increasing
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Figure 6. (color online) (a) Schematic diagram of pulse shape
for tuning LZS interference. A plateau is inserted in an oth-
erwise linearly increasing electric field. The duration of the
plateau is given by parameter τ . (b) Energy diagram near
zero detuning. The full energy diagram is given in Fig. 2 (b)
with two other levels. The actual electric field increases
from −1500 V/m (Vd = 2eEd ≈ −0.14 meV) to 1500 V/m
(Vd ≈ 0.14 meV). (c) Spin-up probability (Pup) in the final
state after an extra waiting time τ is inserted at the point
Vd = 0 in the electric field pulse. The other parameters are
chosen as B = 1.3 T, d = 46.4 nm, total operation time with-
out counting τ is 2T − τ = 20 ns.
pulse E(t) = E0
t
T in Fig. 6 (a). Consider an ini-
tial state in the second eigenstate |2〉. After the first
LZ process, the state becomes a superposition |2〉 →√
PA|2〉 +
√
PD|3〉, where PA and PD are the adiabatic
and diabatic transition probabilities. After the evolu-
tion between the two Landau-Zener processes, the state
becomes
√
PA|2〉 + ei(φ+δφ)
√
PD|3〉, where φ is the nor-
mal dynamical phase accumulated between the two anti-
crossings, while δφ is the extra phase that can be con-
trolled by the duration of the wait at E = 0. Eventually,
after the second LZ process, the state becomes (unnor-
malized)
|ψout〉 = (PA+PDei(φ+δφ))|2〉+
√
PAPD(1+e
i(φ+δφ))|3〉.
(15)
In order to obtain an output state |2〉, the extra phase
needs to satisfy 1+ ei(φ+δφ) = 0. One can also obtain |3〉
by properly choosing a different extra phase. As shown
in Fig. 6 (c), the output state indeed undergoes the LZS
interference and oscillates between spin up and down de-
termined by the extra phase between the two Landau-
Zener processes. As shown in Fig. 6, the probability of
obtaining a spin-up state can reach 1 if an extra phase
is properly chosen. Alternatively, this interference may
also be employed to achieve controlled spin flip.
The interference pattern in Fig. 6 (c) contains useful
information about the DQD. Specifically, the period of
the spin state oscillation is roughly ∆τ = 0.22ns, which
indicates that the energy splitting between the 2nd and
the 3rd level at zero detuning should be (E3−E2)|E=0 =
9.4µeV, since the additional phase difference is given by
δφ = (E3 − E2)∆τ/~. From the numerical result shown
in Fig. 6 (b), the zero-detuning energy gap is indeed close
to the value predicted from the interference pattern. An
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Figure 7. The DQD effective g-factor geff as a function of the
applied electric and magnetic field. The half interdot distance
is again d = 46.4nm, and ~ω0 = 1.1 meV. The left panel gives
the ratio of geff over the bulk value, while the right panel is
the ratio of geff over the effective g-factor gs of a single dot.
accurate measurement of this energy splitting thus gives
further information on the tunnel barrier between the
two dots.
D. Effective g-factor
In this subsection we investigate a correction on the g-
factor of the electron spin during the transport, and show
that this correction leads to a non-negligible modification
to the dynamical phase of the spin.
Typically, for a spin qubit the orbital degree of freedom
is frozen, which means that the electron should always
be in the ground orbital state. During spin transport the
electron should also remain in the instantaneous ground
orbital states. We can therefore define an effective g-
factor based on the energy difference between states |g, ↑〉
and |g, ↓〉 as
geff = (ǫg,↓ − ǫg,↑)/µBB . (16)
Without SOI, orbital motion and spin evolve in their own
Hilbert sub-space separately, so that the energy differ-
ence above is exactly the Zeeman energy gµBB, and geff
is equal to the bulk value g. However, with SOI in a QD
or DQD, both ǫg,↓ and ǫg,↑ are modified slightly, and
the effective g-factor also deviate slightly from the bulk
value.
In Fig. 7 we plot geff as a function of the interdot de-
tuning Vd = 2eEd. In the left panel geff is normalized
against the bulk g-factor, while in the right panel it is nor-
malized against the single-dot effective g-factor gs. Fig-
ure 7 clearly shows that geff depends on both the applied
magnetic field and the electric field/interdot detuning,
and the corrections are the largest at the zero-detuning
point. Quantitatively, the correction on the g-factor is
smaller than 1% in the whole parameter space. Consid-
ering that the initial state in a transport experiment is
always prepared in the lowest-energy orbital state in a
single dot, the results from right panel should be more
8directly relevant in evaluating the effects of a double dot
potential.
The enhancement of the correction on the electron g-
factor near zero detuning is due to the more even dis-
tribution of the orbital wave function across the two
dots. Take the spin-orbit Hamiltonian HSO as a per-
turbation to H = T + V0 +HZ +HE , the second-order
perturbation gives a correction on the ith energy level
δEi ∼ −(α2D−α2BR)[1−〈i|σz(xπy − yπx|i〉]. Mathemati-
cally, a wave function distributed more evenly in the two
dots has a larger mean value of 〈i|σz(xπy− yπx)|i〉, lead-
ing to a stronger correction on the g-factor.
Any change in the electron g-factor would modify the
dynamical phase between its two spin orientations. While
such a modification does not matter to a spin eigenstate,
it could be significant for a superposed state. For ex-
ample, suppose we are to transport a superposed state
|g, ↑〉 + |g, ↓〉, a phase factor would appear in the final
state |g, ↑〉+ eiΦ|g, ↓〉, where
Φ =
ˆ T
0
1
~
geff (τ)µBBdτ. (17)
Here, geff (τ) is a time-dependent function because E(τ)
changes with time and geff depends on E. This phase
Φ has to be tracked accurately in order to maintain high
fidelity of the spin state. Clearly, if one was to use the
bulk |g| = 0.44 or the single-dot g-factor to calculate
Φ, the phase information becomes inexact. We can de-
fine a phase error as Φerror =
´ T
0
1
~
[geff (τ) − g]µBBdτ ,
where g = gbulk or g = gs. Numerical results show that
the accumulated phase error could be non-negligible even
though the correction on geff is always smaller than 1%,
since Φerror is an integration over time. For example, the
time average of geff at B = 1T is about g¯eff ≈ 0.999gs
(compared to gs) or g¯eff ≈ 0.995g (compared to g). If we
use the bulk value g to estimate the phase, a 10 ns oper-
ation time will cause a phase error of 0.62π. If we use the
single dot value gs to estimate the phase, the error will
reach 0.12π when the operation time is 10 ns. Therefore,
in the calculation of dynamical phase, corrections on g
factor must be taken into consideration.
Both a modified g-factor and a random longitudi-
nal Overhauser field cause corrections to the dynamical
phase of a superposed spin state, and need to be ad-
dressed when transporting a coherent spin state. In a
1 T applied field their effects are also similar in order:
a 0.1% correction on the g-factor is equivalent to a 1
mT change in the magnetic field, while the magnitude of
Overhauser field in a typical GaAs quantum dot is about
2 mT. On the other hand, the two physical mechanisms
are qualitatively different from the perspective of quan-
tum coherence. The effect of g-factor is systematic and
is completely determined by the SOI coupling strength
and the double dot potential, so that it can be calculated
a priori. The longitudinal Overhauser field, on the other
hand, is random and can only be determined through
direct measurement, even though the slow dynamics of
Overhauser field allows its lowest-order effect to be elim-
inated via spin echo.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have investigated how to maintain
high fidelity when transporting an electron spin qubit in
a GaAs DQD. In particular, we have studied spin relax-
ation caused by the SOI, and show that spin hot spots
are present in high magnetic fields. We identify the rea-
son behind spin hot spots as SOI-induced level mixing
between different spin states. We give a safe region in pa-
rameter space to avoid spin hot spots using the guideline
gµBB < tE . In the regime where spin relaxation effect is
minimized, we demonstrate how spin transfer fidelity can
be maximized in the Landau-Zener process of sweeping
the interdot detuning potential, and how pulse shaping
can help increase the transfer fidelity. We also propose a
scheme to achieve high-speed electron transport through
Landau-Zener-Stu¨ckelburg interference. Such a scheme
can also be used to measure the tunnel barrier between
the two dots. Last but not least, we study the effective
g-factor with a correction caused by SOI and the double
dot potential. We point out that while this correction
in g-factor is always under 1%, missing the correction
can cause a significant error in the tracking of the phase
difference between spin up and down states.
Spin transport in other semiconductor materials
should have qualitatively similar behaviors, though quan-
titatively the differences from GaAs could be significant.
For example, in InSb, which has much larger SOI? , the
energy correction would be more significant, which means
larger anti-crossing gaps and larger corrections on the g-
factor. Spin transport could also be important for test-
ing and manipulating Marjorana fermion excitations in
nanowires36,37.
Silicon quantum dots55,68 present another interesting
challenge to spin transport. The nearly degenerate val-
ley states in the conduction band could introduce signif-
icant additional complexities into spin transport. Specif-
ically, spin-valley mixing can cause a new type of spin
relaxation55, while the extra valley degree of freedom
can produce additional anti-crossings and interference
between these anti-crossings32. Such new features and
challenges will be investigated elsewhere.
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